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Castello di Solfagnano, a story of energy and beauty 

Castello di Solfagnano is a noble castle nestled in the green heart of Italy: Umbria. Located between 

Florence and Rome, a few kilometers from Assisi, the Castle boasts a centuries-old past that has its roots 

in the Middle Ages. 

Fortified structure and Abbey as early as 1100, but also a villa and fascinating historic residence, the 

complex was acquired at the beginning of the sixteenth century by the Antinori, who rethought the rooms, 

inaugurating a new way of understanding the landscape, as a grandiose space projected towards the 

outside, to enjoy the beauty of nature. 

A centuries-old history that has been intertwined with the destinies of the most illustrious aristocratic 

families of central Italy in which, between cultural sedimentations and geopolitical events, the cult of 

antiquity and modernity coexist. A story crossed by some imperishable axes: Harmony and Nature, Beauty 

and Energy. 

Since 2007, the Castle has been acquired by the family of Pasquale, Chiara, Francesca and Paola 

Colaiacovo who have launched an ambitious architectural redevelopment project and promoted a skilful 

restoration that has been able to enhance the multifaceted identity of this place. 

The villa and the castle have now become a center of excellence within the tourism system of the Umbria 

region, a prestigious and functional structure that opens its doors to exclusive events, fairytale weddings, 

international conventions. A project, that of the Colaiacovo family, which aims to consolidate the role of 

prestige attractor towards an international target: hospitality and major events, within the increasingly 

strategic segment of wedding tourism for the country system. And also oenological productions, thanks 

to the cultivation of the estate's vines that have given life to a fine range of wines; and the well-being of 

the person, thanks to the partnership with the Monacelli Academy which guides the guests of the Castle 

on a path of authentic regeneration of the person 

The Castle of Solfagnano is a place with multiple souls, which does not forget its history but which knows 

how to offer it updated, renewed, to the whole world. A story of energy and beauty. 
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Castello di Solfagnano, love stories in history 

The Castello di Solfagnano is a unique, exclusive, out of time place to celebrate the wedding of your 

dreams. From the Emotional Cellar and the Church of Sant’Antonio Abate to the Cathedral of Love and 

the Hanging Garden, the Castle of Solfagnano tells stories of love in history. A special wedding that, among 

the valuable catering, the culinary art of the chefs, the creativity of qualified wedding planners and the 

professionalism of an impeccable staff, satisfies all the needs of the newlyweds. Enchanted by the 

dreamlike atmospheres and the bucolic scenery of the residence, guests can experience a secret journey 

to discover the architectural and natural jewels kept in the Castle of Solfagnano. 

 

Technical Sheet: Castle 

Salone delle Volte: About 600 square meters, up to 450 guests in three distinct spaces (215 square meters, 

140 square meters and 140 square meters) and Bar Counter 

Granaio: About 250 square meters, up to 220 guests. 

Passion Cellar: About 180 square meters, up to 60 guests, bar counter and wooden tables and chairs 

Piazza 1563: 270 m2 - seating up to 150 people. Panoramic view of the northern part of the valley and 

the vineyards 

Piazza delle Torri: 310 m2 - seating up to 200 guests. A multifunctional and versatile panoramic area 

Church dedicated to Sant’Antonio Abate, where it is possible to celebrate religious rites 

 

Technical Sheet: Villa 

Approximately 400 square meters for each floor, three floors. 

Ground floor: Pink Lounge, Blue Lounge, Billiard Room, Dining Room, Kitchen, Reception 

Noble floor: Red living room (35 sqm), Noble room (95 sqm), Piano room (50 sqm), Historical bedroom 

and bathroom, 1 bedroom (41 sqm), outdoor terrace with whirlpool tub (230 sqm) 

Second floor, attic: 7 bedrooms and living room 

Clock Square: 800 square meters, seating up to 450 people. A grandiose and panoramic square in front 

to the eighteenth-century villa 
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Technical Sheet: Gardens 

Cathedral of Love: 120 meters long and the Amorino fountain 

Italian Garden: rare botanical masterpiece dating back to the 17th century 

Orchard 

Fountain Garden: 750 sqm - seating up to 400 people with an extraordinary panorama 

Sala della Cisterna: where it is possible to celebrate civil rites 

 

Accesses 

Direct access 

Access Viale Albertino 900 m landing in Piazza delle Torri 

Lift and platforms for the handicapped 
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